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- A protein-tethered bilayer lipid membrane (ptBLM) was assembled on SAM/Au. 

- The ptBLM assembly was monitored by time-resolved SEIRA spectroscopy. 

- The lipid bilayer formation kinetics was influenced by protein–lipid interactions. 

- Protein–lipid interactions improved the electrocatalytic stability of the cNOR. 
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Abstract 

In protein film electrochemistry for redox-active membrane proteins, the reconstitution 

of protein-tethered bilayer lipid membranes (ptBLMs) can maximize their functionality 

and stability at electrolyte/electrode interfaces. To understand the impact of protein–lipid 

interactions on the ptBLM formation, we tracked the reconstitution process of a lipid 

bilayer in the presence or the absence of a transmembrane enzyme of cytochrome c-

dependent nitric oxide reductase (cNOR) on a mixed self-assembled monolayer 

(SAM)/Au electrode. Time-resolved surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) 

spectroscopy and electrochemical measurements revealed that the protein–lipid 

interaction affected the formation kinetics for the phospholipid bilayer and the 

electrocatalytic stability of the cNOR-modified electrode but not the fluidity of the 

phospholipid bilayer. 
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1. Introduction 

Membrane proteins show important biological functions in lipid membranes including 

transmembrane transport of electrons, ions, and small molecules, signal transduction, 

and enzymatic activity [1-4]. They are evolutionally optimized to show high activity 

and stability in lipid membranes. However, relatively large multi-subunits with 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains of membrane proteins decrease the protein 

stability, and therefore biomimetic studies of membrane proteins are still challenging. 

Particularly, biomimetic studies on redox-active transmembrane proteins and enzymes 

give us mechanistic insights into their functions and stability, leading us to develop bio-

based or bio-inspired devices related to medicine, sensing, and sustainable energy 

production [5,6]. 

Protein film electrochemistry (PFE) is a powerful technique to understand the 

electrochemical behavior of redox-active proteins including membrane enzymes [6-11]. 

In PFE, target proteins are immobilized on conductive electrode materials such as noble 

metals including gold [12-16], carbon [17,18] and metal oxides [19-22]. To preserve the 

native function of membrane proteins even on electrode surfaces in PFE, electrode 
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surfaces are often coated with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) before the 

immobilization of the protein on the electrode [7,12-15,19]. For membrane proteins, 

lipid bilayers are constructed at the liquid/solid (electrolyte/electrode) interface to form 

protein-tethered bilayer lipid membranes (ptBLMs) [10,23-27], where protein–lipid 

interactions are expected to regulate properties of ptBLMs including the formation 

kinetics, membrane fluidity, electrocatalytic activity, and stability. Since the ptBLM 

formation occurs at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces, even these fundamental 

properties on ptBLMs are still not well understood.  

Herein, we investigated the influence of protein–lipid interactions on the formation 

kinetics, membrane fluidity, electrocatalytic activity, and stability of a ptBLM at the 

electrolyte/electrode interface in the presence or absence of a transmembrane 

metalloenzyme of cytochrome c-dependent nitric oxide reductase (cNOR) from P. 

aeruginosa. The cNOR catalyzes the reduction of lethal nitric oxide (NO) to nitrous 

oxide (N2O) in not only the biological denitrification process but also electrochemical 

conditions [12,17,28,29]. NO is an important intermediate to achieve the selective 

electrochemical nitrate reduction to dinitrogen [30] and therefore the electrochemical 
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studies on the cNOR would enable us to understand the enzymatic machinery as well as 

design artificial electrocatalysts for the selective NO reduction. In this work, the cNOR 

was immobilized on a SAM-coated gold electrode and then the ptBLM with a 

phospholipid of 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) was 

constructed by surfactant–lipid exchange. The ptBLM formation process was tracked by 

time-resolved surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy. SEIRA 

spectroscopy is a surface-sensitive technique and used to distinguish specifically 

adsorbed (bio)molecules from the nonspecifically adsorbed ones [6,8,23,25,31-38]. In 

this work, the time-resolved SEIRA spectroscopy was applied to study molecular 

dynamics on the ptBLM assembly of the cNOR and DMPC on the SAM/Au electrode.  

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

Chemicals and gases were purchased from the following companies and used without 

further purification: 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydroxide (EDC, 

≥98%), 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (MES-H) monohydrate (≥99%), and n-dodecyl-

β-D-maltoside (DDM, ≥98%) from Dojindo Molecular Technologies; sodium 2-
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morpholinoethanesulfonate (MES-Na, ≥97%) and 3-mercapto-1-propanol (MPL, ≥97%) 

from Tokyo Chemical Industry; Bio-beads SM-2 adsorbent media from BIO-RAD; 

ultrapure Ar (99.999%) from Hokkaido Air Water; 50% nitric oxide (NO) in Ar from 

Tomoe Shokai; DMPC (≥99%), K2SO4 (≥99%), NaOH (≥97%), NaAuCl4•2H2O (≥95%), 

NH4Cl (≥99%), hydrofluoric acid solution (46%), hydrochloric acid solution (35~37%), 

and sulfuric acid solution (96~98%) from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical; deuterium 

oxide (D2O, ≥99.9%) from ISOTEC; 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, ≥99%), N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, ≥98%), and sulfuric acid-d2 solution (D2SO4, 96−98wt% in 

D2O, 99.5 atom%D) from Sigma-Aldrich; Na2SO3 (≥97%) and Na2S2O3•5H2O (≥99%) 

from Kanto Chemical Co., inc.; nitric acid solution (60%) from Junsei Chemical, Ltd.; 

ammonium fluoride solution (40%) from Morita Chemical Industries. To determine pD 

values of solutions in D2O, pH values were measured with a glass electrode (9615S-10D 

Standard ToupH electrode, LAQUA, HORIBA) and then converted into pD values by 

adding 0.41 [39]. The cNOR was isolated and purified from P. aeruginosa according to 

the literature [40,41].  

2.2 Preparation of SEIRA-active Au thin-films on Si (Au/Si) prisms  
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SEIRA-active Au thin-films on half-cylindrical Si prisms (Pier Optics Co., Ltd.) were 

prepared based on the previously reported procedure [12,42-44]. The prism surface was 

polished on a polishing pad (BAS) with alumina powder suspension (1 μm, Baikalox) 

and then polished with paper (Prowipe S200, Elleair) in running tap water until the 

surface became hydrophilic. The prism was sonicated in Milli-Q water twice, acetone and 

then Milli-Q water for 5 min each to completely remove alumina from the Si surface. The 

cleaned Si surface was contacted with 40% NH4F aq. For 90 s to remove surface oxide 

and then rinsed with Milli-Q water. The Si prism was heated on a hot plate at 70ºC until 

the electroless gold deposition. A plating solution was prepared as follows: 1 mL of 0.03 

M NaAuCl4 aq. was added to 1 mL of an aqueous solution containing 0.3 M Na2SO3, 0.1 

M Na2S2O3 and 0.1 M NH4Cl, 1 mL of 2 vol% HF aq. was added to the mixture, and 

then the obtained plating solution was heated on the hot plate at 70ºC. After 15 min, ca. 

1.5 mL of the plating solution was drop-cast on the Si prism surface and kept for ca. 1 

min to obtain a gold film. The gold film was removed with ca. 200 μL of aqua regia and 

then the Si surface was rinsed with Milli-Q water. A gold film was deposited on the Si 

prims in the same manner again. The gold film deposition was repeated several times 
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until a resistance of the gold film reached to 10 to 20 Ω, which was checked by using a 

multimeter.  

2.3. Self-assembly of a mixed monolayer of alkanethiols on the SEIRA-active Au/Si 

prism 

A mixed SAM of MPA and MPL with a 3:1 molar ratio was prepared on the SEIRA-active 

Au/Si prism. The surface of a Au/Si prism was electrochemically cleaned: the Au/Si prism 

was used as the working electrode and five potential cycles were performed at a sweep 

rate of 30 mV s–1 in the potential range from +0.1 to +1.45 V vs. Ag|AgCl (sat. KCl) in a 

0.1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution under Ar. Based on the charges of the reduction of the 

surface oxide in cyclic voltammograms, roughness factors were determined to be 2.6 to 

3.5, assuming 420 µC cm–2 for the reduction of the Au surface oxide [12]. Since the 

geometrical surface area of the Si prism is 2.0 cm2, electrochemically active surface areas 

of the Au film were calculated to be 5.2 to 7.0 cm2. After the electrochemical cleaning 

process, the surface of the Au/Si prism was rinsed with ca. 15 mL of Milli-Q water five 

times and then ca. 15 mL of ethanol five times. To prepare the mixed SAM on Au 

(SAM/Au), the cleaned Au/Si prism surface was covered with a 4 mL ethanolic solution 
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containing 0.75 mM MPA and 0.25 mM MPL and then kept for 15 h under Ar in the dark. 

The surface was rinsed with ethanol to remove physically adsorbed alkanethiols.  

2.4. Immobilization of cNOR on SAM/Au film 

Onto the SAM/Au, 276 µL of the 20 mM MES-buffered solution in D2O at pD 6.5, which 

was prepared from MES-Na and 5 M D2SO4 solution in D2O, was drop-cast, and then 

the mixture of 3 µL of a 50 µM cNOR solution and 179 µL of the 20 mM MES solution 

containing 0.1 wt% DDM were added by drop-casing. After keeping the solution-covered 

film in the dark for 20 min, 99 µL of the 20 mM MES-buffered solution containing 21 

mM EDC and 83 µL of the 20 mM MES-buffered solution containing 14 mM NHS were 

added on the SAM/Au film. After keeping the solution-covered film in the dark for 90 

min, the surface was carefully rinsed with the 20 mM MES solution in D2O to obtain the 

Au film covalently modified with cNOR via the mixed SAM. 

2.5. Bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) assembly on SAM/Au in the absence of cNOR 

DMPC (1 mg mL–1) and DDM (0.1 wt%) were dissolved in the 20 mM MES-buffered 

aqueous solution at pH 6.5, which was prepared from MES-H, Milli-Q water, and 5 M 

NaOH aq. The MES-buffered solution was kept in an ice bath under ultrasonication for 
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at least 2 h until the DDM and DMPC were completely dissolved into the solution. The 

prepared solution was kept in a refrigerator until use. The cold DDM–DMPC solution (1 

mL) was drop-cast onto the SAM/Au film and then 50 mg of Bio-beads were added to 

the solution twice. 

2.6. Assembly of protein-tethered BLM (ptBLM) 

The experimental procedure on the assembly of the ptBLM is the same as that for the 

BLM/SAM/Au except for the use of cNOR–SAM/Au film. 

2.7. SEIRA spectroscopy measurements.  

SEIRA spectra were recorded on a Varian 7000 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a 

HgCdTe detector (MCT), which was cooled with liquid nitrogen during the measurements. 

A polarization controller (SP01, Sankei Technics) and an infrared polarizer (GS12000, 

SPECAC) were used in front of the sample to obtain s- and p-polarized light beams [45], 

where s- and p-polarized spectra were recorded and the s-polarized spectrum was used as 

the background to minimize signals originating from the bulk solution and maximize the 

signal intensity of the electrode surface. The polarization-modulated absorbance is 

defined as A = –log(Ip/Is), where Ip and Is are the single-beam intensities of the reflected 
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p- and s-polarized infrared radiation, respectively. Differential spectra were obtained as 

Asample – Aref, where Asample and Aref are polarization-modulated absorbances for the 

sample and reference, respectively. The SEIRA-active Au thin film on the prism that was 

attached to a home-made electrochemical glass cell was placed in the ATR Kretchmann 

configuration in the spectrometer. Each spectrum consists of 1024 interferograms, 

collected with a spectral resolution of 4 cm–1. 

2.8. Electrochemical measurements. 

All electrochemical measurements were performed using home-made electrochemical 

glass cells with the three-electrode configuration. An aqueous electrolyte solution 

containing 50 mM MES and 50 mM K2SO4 in D2O at pD 6.5 was used as the electrolyte 

solution. A platinum black-flag electrode and a Ag|AgCl (sat. KCl) electrode were used 

as the counter electrode and reference electrode, respectively. All potentials in the text 

were converted to SHE by adding +0.199 V to the potential vs. Ag|AgCl (sat. KCl). 

For linear sweep measurements, the 50 mM MES-buffered electrolyte solution in D2O 

containing 50 mM K2SO4 (pD 6.5) was purged with Ar for at least 1 h to remove oxygen, 

and then cyclic voltammograms of cNOR-modified Au electrodes were recorded for three 
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cycles in the potential range between –0.6 and +0.4 V vs. SHE at 20 mV s–1 under Ar. 

The electrolyte solution was purged with 50% NO/Ar at 3 sccm for 30 min and then cyclic 

voltammograms under 50% NO/Ar were recorded for 20 cycles in the potential range 

between –0.6 and +0.4 V vs. SHE at 20 mV s–1 under 50% NO/Ar. After that, the 

electrolyte solution was purged with 50% NO/Ar at 3 sccm for 3 min, and then the cyclic 

voltammogram, which is shown in the text, was recorded at 20 mV s–1 under 50% NO/Ar. 

To use the 50% NO/Ar gas, the NO/Ar gas was passed through 3 M NaOH aqueous 

solution (500 mL) twice, which removes NOx, followed by Milli-Q water (500 mL) 

before introduced to the electrochemical cell. Both solutions were purged with Ar for at 

least 1 h before flowing the NO/Ar gas.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Tracking of immobilization process of nitric oxide reductase on SAM/Au 

The prepared SEIRA-active gold film on a polished Si hemisphere was coated with a 

mixed SAM of alkanethiols, 1:3 MPL−MPA, where thiol groups react with gold 

surfaces to form Au–S bonds, and terminal hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxylic acid (-

COOH) groups are exposed to the solution (Fig. 1). Hydrophilic head groups of 
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carboxylate can provide protein anchoring sites via amide bonds [12,19] and hydroxyl 

groups can form a water-rich lubricant layer, which is known to improve the fluidity of 

supported BLMs [11]. Mixed-thiol SAMs are also known to increase the interfacial 

electron transfer rate for redox proteins immobilized on electrodes [46-51].  

 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the preparation procedure of ptBLM of cNOR and 

DMPC. The SEIRA active gold film on the Si hemisphere (Au/Si) was coated with the 

mixed SAM of the 1:3 MPL–MPA mixture.  

The protein immobilization process for the cNOR on the SAM-coated gold substrate 

was tracked by time-resolved SEIRA spectroscopy (Fig. 2). We observed characteristic 

amide I and amide II bands, which correspond to the C=O stretching mode at 1650 cm−1 

and the C−N stretching and N−H bending modes at 1460 cm−1 (in D2O), respectively 

[52]. The peak intensities of amide I and amide II bands increased during the cNOR 
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immobilization process, indicating that the successful immobilization of the cNOR on 

the SAM/Au. 

   

Fig. 2 Time-resolved SEIRA spectra of the cNOR immobilized on the mixed SAM of 

1:3 MPL–MPA recorded in MES-buffered D2O at pD 6.5. A polarization-modulated 

spectrum recorded in the absence of cNOR in solution was used as the reference 

spectrum. 

SEIRA spectroscopy has an important feature of surface selection rule. Vibrational 

modes with dipole moment perpendicular to the SEIRA-active surface are strongly 

enhanced whereas those parallel to the surface are weakened. In SEIRA spectroscopy, 
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molecules adsorbed to the surface of SEIRA-active surfaces obey the surface selection 

rule and therefore some vibrational bands can appear with different intensities in the 

SEIRA spectrum as compared to the conventional IR spectrum. The comparison of 

relative band intensities also allows us to discuss the surface orientation of adsorbed 

molecules [31].  

Peak intensity ratios of amide I to amide II (∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II) in the SEIRA spectra 

were determined to understand the protein orientation on the mixed SAM. The amide I 

mode of the α-helix is parallel to the helix axis whereas the amide II mode is 

perpendicular to it [27,52]. Since the cNOR has 13 α-helices that span the 

transmembrane region in the plasma membrane [53], ∆Iamide I/∆IamideII values allowed us 

to understand the protein orientation of the cNOR on the SAM/Au: the α-helices adopt a 

more upright orientation (vertical to the surface) leading to increases in ∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II 

whereas the α-helices are parallel to the surface with decreasing ∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II values 

[12]. A ∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II value of the cNOR/SAM/Au at 90 min was determined to be 

2.2. Since this value is higher than that previously obtained from a conventional IR 

spectrum of the cNOR in solution (∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II = 1.6), α-helices of the cNOR were 
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vertically oriented to the surface of SAM/Au (Fig. 1). The determined ∆Iamide I/∆Iamide II 

value was also higher than that for the cNOR immobilized on the SAM of MPA on gold 

(1.8–1.9) [12], suggesting that the protein orientation depends on terminal functional 

groups of alkanethiols used for the SAM [46,48] and the cNOR on the mixed SAM of 

MPA and MPL is more vertically oriented to the surface than that on the MPA SAM. 

3.2. Tracking of ptBLM formation process 

The formation process of the ptBLM on the mixed SAM was tracked by time-resolved 

SEIRA spectroscopy. The cNOR/SAM/Au film was placed in the MES-buffered 

aqueous solution at pH 6.5 containing DMPC and DDM. DDM works as a surfactant to 

solubilize DMPC in solution, and can be removed with bio-beads by surfactant–lipid 

exchange, leading to the reconstitution of the lipid bilayer of DMPC on the surface (Fig. 

1) [13,25]. 

In the time-resolved SEIRA spectra, an increase of a strong, broad negative-going band 

was observed at ca. 3400 cm–1 (Fig. 3a). This band is associated with the OH stretching 

mode, ν(OH), of water molecules in a network of hydrogen bonds [54]. The increase of 
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negative ν(OH) band indicates that water molecules that were placed at the 

electrolyte/gold interface moved away during the ptBLM assembly. Three positive-

going bands were also observed at ca. 2960, 2930, and 2860 cm–1 (Fig. 3b), which are 

associated with the asymmetric stretching of methyl groups, νas(CH3), asymmetric 

stretching of methylene groups, νas(CH2), and symmetric stretching of methylene 

groups,νs(CH2), of DMPC, respectively [13,23,33,37,38]. The positive increase of these 

bands is a typical feature of the formation of tethered lipid bilayers [23,37,38]. Peak 

shifts to lower wavenumbers by ~3 cm-1 were also observed for the νas(CH2) and 

νs(CH2) bands after the surfactant–lipid exchange. Such peak shifts could be caused by 

orientational changes of methylene groups of DMPC from the gauche form to the trans 

form [38,55,56]. In other words, packing densities of the lipid bilayer of DMPC 

changed before and after the surfactant–lipid exchange [38,56]. 
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Figure 3. Differential SEIRA spectra of the ptBLM formation on the cNOR/1:3 MPL–

MPA mixed SAM/Au (a) in the OH stretching region and (b) in the CH3 and CH2 

stretching region. The traces in red and blue show the spectra just after the first and 

second additions of bio-beads, respectively. (c) Time course of the peak top position of 

the CH2 stretching vibration mode and the peak area of OH stretching band. DMPC was 

added into the solution at t = 0 min and Bio-beads were added at t = 50 and 95 min. A 

polarization-modulated spectrum recorded at t = 5 min was used as the reference 

spectrum. 
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Time-courses of the peak area of the ν(OH) band and the peak position of the νas(CH2) 

band during the ptBLM formation are shown in Fig. 3c. The νas(CH2) peak shifted from 

2923 to 2920 cm–1 after the removal of DDM. The wavenumber at 2920 cm–1 is quite 

close to that for the well-ordered alkyl chains (2918 cm–1) [33], indicating that the 

densely packed ptBLM formed on the mixed SAM after the surfactant–lipid exchange. 

The peak area of the negative-going ν(OH) band also increased after the removal of 

DDM. Thus, the rapid removal of water molecules from the electrolyte/gold interface 

coupling with the densely packing of DMPC led to the assembly of the densely packed 

ptBLM. Interestingly, the ptBLM formation was completed in 10 min. This ptBLM 

formation process was much quicker than those for other ptBLM systems containing 

different membrane proteins: CcO (Complex IV) for ca. 1 h [13,14] and Complex I for 

ca. 10 h [15]. These proteins were immobilized on the gold surface via a nickel 

nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) containing SAM, which could give different hydrogen 

bond networks of water molecules at the electrolyte/gold interface or different protein 

orientations. These differences can modulate interactions between phospholipid 

molecules and hydrophobic domains of the protein used. 
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3.3. Tracking of the BLM formation in the absence of cNOR on SAM/Au 

For comparison, the BLM formation on the SAM/Au was also tracked in the absence of 

the cNOR (Fig. 4). The surfactant–lipid exchange caused the peak shift of νas(CH2) 

from 2928 to 2920 cm–1 and the increase of the peak area of the negative-going band of 

ν(OH) over ca. 1 h (Fig. 4c). The BLM more slowly formed in the absence of the cNOR 

than the ptBLM in the presence of the cNOR (<10 min). The lipid−protein interaction 

between DMPC and the cNOR affected the kinetics of the lipid bilayer formation even 

on the same SAM/Au. It is most likely that transmembrane-spanning hydrophobic 

domains of the cNOR interact with the alkyl chains of DMPC via hydrophobic 

interactions [1-4,9-11] and then the ptBLM forms centered at the cNOR immobilized on 

the surface. The immobilized cNOR could serve as the nucleation center for the ptBLM 

assembly on the SAM/Au surface.  

The protein-assisted nucleation mechanism for the ptBLM assembly was supported by 

the difference in the initial wavenumber of νas(CH2) of DMPC. The initial wavenumber 

of νas(CH2) at 2928 cm–1 for the BLM in the absence of the cNOR was higher than that 

at 2923 cm–1 for the ptBLM. This difference implies that the loosely packed lipid 
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bilayer was already reconstituted even in the presence of the surfactant thanks to the 

protein–lipid interactions. Note that the finally reached wavenumber of νas(CH2) at 

2920 cm–1 for the BLM in the absence of the cNOR was the same as that for the 

ptBLM, indicating that the presence and absence of the cNOR did not affect the final 

packing state of the lipid bilayer, in other words, the membrane fluidity [57]. No impact 

of the protein–lipid interaction on the peak shift of νas(CH2) was also observed for a 

tethered-BLM with a bacterial respiratory membrane protein of ubiquinol/cytochrome 

bo3 [38]. Thus, protein−lipid interactions play an important role in the BLM assembly 

kinetics on the SAM/Au but not the fluidity of the lipid bilayer membrane. 
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Fig. 4 Differential SEIRA spectra of the BLM formation on the 1:3 MPL–MPA mixed 

SAM/Au surface in the absence of cNOR (a) in the OH stretching region and (b) in the 

CH3 and CH2 stretching region. The traces in red and blue show the spectra just after 

the first and second additions of bio-beads, respectively. (c) Time-course of the peak top 

position of the CH2 stretching vibration mode (the triangles in black) and the peak area 

of OH stretching band (the circles in red). DMPC was added into the solution at t = 0 

min and Bio-beads were added at t = 60 and 110 min. A polarization-modulated 

spectrum recorded at t = 5 min was used as the reference spectrum.  
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The assembly process of the BLM and ptBLM on the mixed SAM/Au is summarized in 

Fig. 5. In the absence of the cNOR, the surfactant–lipid exchange initiated the slow 

BLM formation coupled with the removal of water molecules from the electrolyte/SAM 

interface over 1 h (Fig. 5a). In the presence of the cNOR, DMPC lipid molecules 

interact with the cNOR on the electrode and form the loosely packed lipid bilayer even 

in the presence of surfactants. The removal of surfactants immediately gave the densely 

packed ptBLM in 10 min (Fig. 5b).  
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the formation of (a) the BLM in the absence of the 

cNOR and (b) the ptBLM in the presence of the cNOR on the mixed SAM-coated gold 

substrates.   

 

3.4. Impact of the BLM on the enzymatic activity of the cNOR immobilized on the 

SAM/Au 

To understand the effects of the protein–lipid interactions on the electrocatalytic activity 

of the cNOR, linear sweep voltammograms of the cNOR/SAM/Au electrode with or 

without the BLM were recorded under Ar and NO (Fig. 6). The cNOR/SAM/Au 

electrodes without the BLM showed cathodic currents under NO but not under Ar, 

indicating that the cNOR showed NO reduction activity [12,17]. Both electrodes 

showed the almost same onset potential at ca. –0.35 V vs. SHE. Thus, the lipid bilayer 

of DMPC showed no allosteric modulation of the electrocatalytic activity of the cNOR 

on the mixed SAM/Au. The electrocatalytic activity of metalloenzymes including the 

cNOR is known to highly depend on the protein orientation on the electrode surface 
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[12,19,58-60]. Since the protein orientation of the cNOR was fixed by covalent bonding 

with the SAM in this work, the protein orientation on the electrode was not changed by 

the ptBLM formation, resulting in almost no impact of the protein−lipid interaction on 

the electrocatalytic activity of the cNOR on the electrode. Note that the ptBLM 

electrode showed lower current densities at ca. –0.5 V vs. SHE (Fig. 6). The 

suppression of current densities for the ptBLM was caused by the limitation of the mass 

transport of NO from the electrolyte solution to the catalytic active site of the cNOR via 

lipid membranes [61]. Although almost no impact of the protein–lipid interaction for a 

model lipid of DMPC was observed on the electrocatalytic activity of the cNOR, the 

reconstitution of a surfactant-solubilized cNOR, which was isolated from P. 

denitrificans, into proteoliposomes containing lipids is known to improve the enzymatic 

activity as well as stability [62]. Since extracted soybean lipids or a mixture of synthetic 

lipids that mimic the original cellular membrane were used in the proteoliposomes, 

specific lipids could give the positive impact on the enzymatic activity of the cNOR in 

ptBLMs.  
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Fig. 6 Linear sweep voltammograms of the cNOR/SAM/Au electrode in the presence 

(in red) and absence (in black) of the BLM of DMPC under Ar (the broken traces) and 

NO (the solid traces). All voltammograms were recorded at a sweep rate of 20 mV s–1 in 

50 mM MES-buffered electrolyte solution in D2O containing 50 mM K2SO4 (pD 6.5).  

 

Interestingly, cNOR/SAM/Au in the absence of the lipid bilayer showed more drastic 

changes in current densities for the NO reduction during potential cycles in the 

electrocatalytic condition than the ptBLM(cNOR)/SAM/Au (Fig. 7). This result implies 

that the presence of the lipid bilayer could improve the electrocatalytic stability of the 

immobilized cNOR. Thus, the protein−lipid interaction could improve the 

electrocatalytic stability but not the activity of the immobilized cNOR in this system.  
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Fig. 7 A series of 20 consecutive cyclic voltammograms of (a) cNOR/SAM/Au and (b) 

ptBLM(cNOR)/SAM/Au recorded at 20 mV s–1 in 50 mM MES-buffered electrolyte 

solution in D2O containing 50 mM K2SO4 (pD 6.5) under NO. The 1st and 20th cyclic 

voltammograms are shown in black and red, respectively.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The processes of the cNOR immobilization on the mixed SAM of 3:1 MPA–MPL and the 

ptBLM formation were studied by time-resolved SEIRA spectroscopy. To the mixed 

SAM/Au surface, α-helices that span the transmembrane region of the cNOR were 

vertically oriented. The formation of the densely packed ptBLM was coupled with the 

removal of water molecules from the SAM/Au interface. The comparison with the BLM 

formation process in the absence of the cNOR revealed that the protein−lipid interaction 
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between the cNOR and the DMPC phospholipid affected the assembly kinetics of the 

bilayer lipid membrane but not the fluidity. The BLM supported on the SAM/Au formed 

more slowly than the ptBLM. It seems that the ptBLM formation process highly depends 

on not only the protein–lipid interaction but also the nature of the SAM used [13-15]. 

More detailed studies on the impact of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of SAMs with 

different chain lengths and terminal groups on the ptBLM formation process are 

underway in our group.  

Our work would stimulate further effort in the fundamental research of supported BLMs 

and PFE of redox-active membrane metalloproteins in biology and biological 

applications of ptBLMs. 
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